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Consumer behavior has
fundamentally changed

Great [leaders] rejoice in adversity just as brave
soldiers triumph in war
—Lucius Annaeus Seneca

COVID-19 is a global
pandemic
However to win in the
current situation,
companies need to
tailor strategies to
today’s unique context
and look through layers

Facebook company
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Despite this pandemic, signs of recovery are starting to show; auto now an
unrestricted industry
Pandemic spread in different degrees across the globe

India gradually moving towards opening up economy3

As of 22 June 2020

Based on guidelines
released on 17 May

~8.9M

188

Confirmed cases globally1

Countries with cases1

Industry

Lockdown stages
1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

25 Mar

20 Apr

4 May

18 May

Energy & utilities

Travel & tourism1

Oil & gas

Public transportation2

As of 05 June, 2020
Days of doubling cases2

0-3 days

France
Spain

Insurance

Other services

Education (online)

Italy

USA

China
Iran

3-6 days

India

Japan
South
Korea

6-14 days
14-30 days

Financials

Fashion, luxury & other
retail
Russia

Brazil

>30 days

(across all lockdowns)
Media

Education offline

UK

Industries unrestricted

Auto and components

Consumer staples

Building materials

Food/drug retail

Construction/infra

Pharmaceuticals

Consumer durables &
discretionary

Health services

Forest products

Telecom

Chemicals

Agriculture

Machinery

~0.42M

~0.23M

~0.17M

Total no. of cases1

Recovered1

Active1

IT services
Goods transportation &
logistics
IT hardware
Metals & mining

As of 22 June 2020

Packaging
Fully restricted

Partially
restricted

Unrestricted

Turn the Tide
Note: Continued cases and fatalities are subject to different testing, propensity, reporting standards and hence imperfect measures
1. . [NDTV Corona Virus - Live Statistics Data - accessed on 22nd June, 2020] 2. [BCG Analysis - No. of doubling days based on 7 day CAGR, Source: John Hopkins CSSE data] 3. [Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), BCG Analysis]
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The pandemic has impacted the socio-economic fabric of India
4-wheeler industry impacted by income uncertainty and cutbacks in discretionary spending
The pandemic has created a never-before
focus on health & safety

Social distancing and structural
interventions will drive faster recovery

HEALTH & SAFETY
1

Uncertainty around income and
weakened demand potential in near
term

PUBLIC POLICY
4

COVID-19 Cases
0.42M+ total cases in India1

ECONOMICAL
7

Public Health
Measures
Social distancing enforced via nationwide lockdown

5

2

Industry
Guidelines
4-Wheeler industry in unrestricted
category as per latest government
guidelines4

Web Trends
~120% spike in online searches on health
& immunity in India post COVID2

8

9

3
Demand of health products
49% consumers intend to buy more
vitamins, herbs and supplements in the
coming days3

6
Monetary
Relief Measures
~$13Bn infusion by monetary relief
measures by RBI5

Consumer priorities being
re-calibrated; certain behavior changes
will stick long term

Income Uncertainty
• 60% of total household expenditure in
hotspots; 45% of consumption in
hotspots non-essential6
• 198M workforce employed in hotspot
districts7

SOCIAL
11
Consumer Sentiment
Consumer spending sentiment not very
strong for categories like 4-Wheelers 12
12

Indicators8

Inflation / Price
• 70 bps drop in CPI
• 130 bps drop in WPI

Trade / Logistics Indicators9:
• 35% decline in exports and
29% decline in imports
• 14% decline in retail freight traffic

13

14

10
Indicators10:

Market Sentiment
20% decline in Nifty index since 1st Feb

Media, Smartphone Usage
16% increase in smartphone screen
time (May vs Pre-COVID)13
Globally, ~3Bn average MAUs across
Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram &
Messenger14
Web Traffic trends
54% spike in online research of "how to"
trends for car sanitization15
Mobility
40%+ reduction in number of visits to
public places due to lockdown and social
distancing16

Source: 1. [ NDTV Corona Virus - Live Statistics Data - accessed on 22nd June 2020] ; 2. [Online Search Trends (India)] 3. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, April 30- May 03 (N = 1,327)] 4. [Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), Govt. of India; Do not apply for
containment zones, States and Union Territories may prohibit certain activities] 5. [RBI Notification – 17th April] 6. [BCG Analysis, Source: Nielsen-Indicus database 2017-18, Hotspot list as of 15th April (MoHFW), data compiled in 2017-18 , Press Search] 7. [BCG
Analysis, Source: Hotspot list as of 15th April (MoHFW), PLFS workforce survey 2017-18, Census 2011-12 district workforce report] 8. [CPI (MOSPI), WPI (Office of economic advisor) – Change comparison Feb 20 vs March 20] 9. [Import-Export movement (Ministry
of Commerce & Trade), Railway Traffic (Ministry of Railways) – YoY decline in March'20] 10. [Bloomberg data - As of 23-April] 11. [Source: Press search- [ET Auto, The Quint], 12. [Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey 13. [BARC Nielsen – TV +
Smartphone consumption report during COVID, 7th May 2020] 14. [Facebook Q1 2020 Earnings Release/ Call Transcript – 2.6Bn users just on Facebook] 15.[Online Search Trends (India) between March to May] 16. [Source: COVID-19 Community Mobility Report –
India – Apr 17, 2020]
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‘Social distancing’ has been the key to fight disease globally and in India;
making it the new way of living
Social distancing advocated as key measure to
control COVID spread

India is actively following social distancing
guidelines
India has observed a stark drop in number of visits
across public places

CDC

WORKPLACE

RETAIL & RECREATION

Johns Hopkins
University

~85%2

South Korea

South Korea keeps social distancing post
-qz.com
COVID-19

Hong Kong

Hong Kong extends social distancing
-Bloomberg
measures as cases drop

Globally strict measures followed to ensure social distancing
Up to 15 April 2020

Closed public
10+ transportation1
Countries

19+

Closed
workplaces1

Reduction in number
of visits compared to
baseline

~65%2

Reduction in number
of visits compared to
baseline

Strict social distancing guidelines issued for reopening workplaces3
Non-Exhaustive

Seating at least
6 feet away
from others on
job sites

Countries

1. [Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker] 2. [COVID-19 Community Mobility Report (April 17, 2020) - The baseline is the median value, for the corresponding day of the week, during the 5-week period Jan 3–Feb 6, 2020]; 3. Press Search; [Live Mint]
[Coronavirus lockdown rules for offices: 6 feet apart seats, one hour gap between shifts]

Gap of 1 hr.
between shifts &
stagger lunch
breaks
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Even in challenging times, historically there are organizations that have found
opportunities to grow
18% of Indian companies1 improved both growth & margin during
the 2008-09 Global financial downturn, while 37% declined in both2

There are many success stories of Indian companies weathering
historical downturns3

MARUTI SUZUKI
Increasing sales growth
While most players were struggling to survive the 2008 downturn, HCL
increased its revenues by 23.5% in 2009 with a three-pronged approach:
enhanced customer centricity, strategic shift towards sophisticated value
adding services and an "employee-first" mantra. The stock price has
increased 18X since 2009

A
21%
Shrinking
EBIT margin

18%
Expanding
EBIT margin

B

37%

24%

HCL
TECHNOLOGIES
While the global recession of 2008 affected the sales of all car
manufacturers, Maruti Suzuki embarked on a forward-looking journey.
The reaction included capacity expansion, increased headcount in R&D,
flexible product-mix and breaking new ground in consumer markets. Stock
price has soared 10X since 2009

Falling sales growth
1. [Indian public companies with Market Cap > $10M, excluding Banks, Insurance, Asset Management companies] 2. [BCG Analysis: Based on revenue growth & EBIT Margin growth (from FY'09 to FY'12) compared to three-year pre-downturn baseline (from FY'06 to
FY'09); Source: S&P Capital IQ Financial Statements] 3. [BCG Analysis, Source: Press Search, BCG Valuescience, Press Search: financial Express, Economic Times]
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As we move towards recovery, near term potential exists in pockets; need to look
at the de-averaged picture
25 states have less than 20% active cases1
Data as of 09 June
Very High : >=10% of pan
India cases

80% cases

High : >=3%, <10% of pan
India cases

Ladakh (50)

Med : <3% of pan India
cases

Jammu and Kashmir (2916)
Himachal Pradesh (189)

Punjab (482)
Chandigarh (39)

No cases

Uttarakhand (684)
Arunachal Pradesh (50)
Haryana
(2681) Meghalaya (22)

Delhi (17712)

Madhya Pradesh
(2688)
Gujarat(5309)
Dadar Nagar Haveli (20)

Sikkim (7)

Uttar
Pradesh
(4320)

Rajasthan
(2513)

Maharashtra
(44384)

Assam (2107)

Bihar
(2672)

Nagaland (115)
Tripura
(646)

Jharkhand
(730)
Chhattisgarh
(848)
Odisha
(992)

Companies should strategically prioritize reopening and scaling up business as lockdown
starts easing across regions

Manipur (214)
Mizoram (41)

West Bengal
(4743)

Telangana (1803)
Goa (263)

Potential to target specific
micro-markets further along recovery to
'normal'

Andhra Pradesh (2031)

Karnataka (3177)
Puducherry (75)
Kerala(1175)

Tamil Nadu (15416)
Andaman
and Nicobar Islands (0)
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1. [BCG Analysis, Source: Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (MoHFW) website; Press reports]

Spending sentiment translating differently across categories
Discretionary and high-ticket categories like 4-wheelers deeply impacted by the pandemic

Right strategic actions needed to win disproportionate share
“Growing” Categories
Categories with net increase in spends

Wave 1

Wave 2

23rd-26th Mar

17th-20th Apr

Wave 3

Marketers will need to identify pockets of opportunities
'Shrinking' Categories

Wave 4

30th Apr-03th May 18th-21st May

Categories with net decrease in spends

At-home
entertainment

Auto

Electronics

Travel

Household care products

OOH
Entertainment

Personal care products

Public transport

Restaurants

Movies at cinema hall

Cosmetics, makeup, perfume
Apparel/fashion

Insurance

Tobacco & smoking supplies

Discretionary
spends

Vitamins, herbs, supplements

Education

Alcohol
Food delivery
Sports equipment & clothing

Medical procedures

Packaged food & beverage

First-aid

Education

Business travel

Savings

Preventive diagnostics/test

Health

Non-mobile consumer electronics

Luxury brands/products

Utilities (electricity, water)

Saving/
Investments

2-Wheelers

Spas, theme parks, concerts

Staples

Daily essentials

Wave 4

Vacation/leisure travel

Toys & games
Fresh foods

Wave 3

30th Apr-03th May 18th-21st May

Mobile electronics

Paid OTT subscription
DTH services

Wave 2
17th-20th Apr

4-Wheelers

Mobile services

Home wifi connection

Wave 1
23rd-26th Mar

Home construction/renovations

Home

Home furnishings and décor

Note: Question text: “How do you expect your spend to change in the next 6 months across the following areas?” Categories with Top 2 Box > (5% more than average) classified as winning categories. Categories with Bottom 2 Box > (5% more than average)
classified as losing categories. Categories neutral across waves: Baby/children's food, Non prescription medications, Prescription medicines, House rent, Home purchase & Home loans.
Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020, May 18-May 21 2020 (N = 2,106, N = 2,324, N=1,327 and N = 1,652 respectively)
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Pre-COVID, 4-wheeler industry in India was witnessing a slowdown; shared
mobility was growing

4-Wheelers sales saw a steep 18 %
decline in FY'20
Y-o-Y growth in domestic sales1

% Market Share3
1
1 10
11
12
11

20.0

13.4
4.4

6.1

Share of SUVs and Crossovers was
increasing

7.3
-0.8

-0.6

-2.1

31

27

47

50

Shared mobility adoption was
growing
Rides per day (in million)4

9 1
21

8 1
25

8 1
25

24

22

21

+58%
+90%

-3.6
-18.4
1

2

3

4

FY 2017-18

1

2

3

FY 2018-19

4

1

2

-28.7
3

774

164

2016

2017

44

45

2018

2019

1.0
2015

3.0

3.5

3.9

2017

2018

2019

1.9
2016

FY 2019-20

• 4-wheeler sales had seen a sustained volume
decline since July 2018
• Slowdown was driven by multiple factors, like,
difficulty in securing loans, price impact on BS6
norms and overall economic slowdown
• However, significant potential for growth in India
2018: 4-Wheeler
penetration per
10002

2015

45

+10%

+17%

High End

SUVs and Crossovers

Multi Purpose

Small

Medium

• Share of small & medium 4-wheelers was
declining with increasing share of utility vehicles
• Buyers were upgrading for better features &
comfort

• Shared mobility market was small, but a growing
market in India (estimated CAGR: 16% from
2020-30)5
• Cab hailing contributed to 95% of the shared
mobility market4

22

1. [SIAM] [Passenger Vehicles Sales FY 2015-FY 2020], 2.[ET Auto] [India has 22 cars per 1,000 individuals: Amitabh Kant] , 3. [Euromonitor] [Accessed June 2020], 4. [BCG Analysis, 2019] [RedSeer Report, Analyst reports,
Expert inputs], 5. [Morgan Stanley] [Global Investment Implications of Auto 2.0]
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The pandemic led to cutbacks in discretionary
and big ticket spends like 4-wheelers
24%

Planned increase in spend driven by
expectation of discounts in the future

May increase spends in the next
6 months1

56%

China trend: Demand for 4-wheelers
bounced back in the short term

Chinese government triggered auto demand by
announcing multiple stimulus policies (e.g. providing
subsidies and reducing purchase restrictions)

Y-o-Y growth in sales (by Volume) in China after COVID
outbreak3

With discretionary cutbacks, majority plan
to reduce spends

4%

Pre-COVID (2019)

-26%

May decrease spends in the
next 6 months1

However, more than half of them still plan
to purchase a 4-wheeler

33%

23%

Will trade down/ buy
used cars2

Will postpone /
cancel2

-11%

1. [Q. “How do you expect your spend to change in the next 6 months across the following areas?”; April 30-May 03 2020 (March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020 (N =
2,106, N = 2,324, and N=1,327 respectively), 2. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “In the next 6 months, how do you expect the choice of your brand to
change?” Categories with Top 2 Box > 35% (5% more than average) classified as winning categories; March 23-26, April 17-20 2020 (N = 2,106 and N = 2,324 respectively);
representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, (towns above 5L population); (top ~100 cities) population in India. PV and 2W respondents ~350 each], 3.[BCG Analysis, Press
Search, 2020]

-46%
-81%

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Initiation of lockdown (Jan 23, Wuhan)

Turn
Turn the
theTide
Tide
Unlock
normal
Unlockthe
thenew
new
normal

Mid to older, more affluent, metro-based consumers have a more positive outlook
for 4-wheelers
% of consumers looking to increase / decrease / retain spends in the next 6 months1
Affluent consumers are comparatively less
impacted by income uncertainty and hence have
a more positive spending outlook

More positive spending sentiment in metro city
consumers towards 4-Wheelers

Mid to older segments (26+) are more resilient and
have a more positive spending outlook towards 4Wheelers

25
25

19
20

21

28

22

47

SEC B

% may increase spends in next 6 months

23

11

65

SEC A

29

22

16

54

26

67

Metro
% may retain spends in next 6 months

Non-Metro

59

18-25 yrs

% may decrease spends in next 6 months

1. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “How do you expect your spend to change in the next 6 months across the following areas?” Categories with Top 2 Box > 35% (5% more than average) classified as winning categories;
March 23-26, April 17-20 2020 (N = 2,106 and N = 2,324 respectively); representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, (towns above 5L population); (top ~100 cities) population in India. PV and 2W respondents ~350 each], 2

17

51

54

26-35 yrs

36-45 yrs
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The pandemic will create different types of changes in consumer behavior – some
more long lasting than others

REVERSAL OF
PAST TRENDS

ACCELERATION OF EXISTING
TRENDS

NEW
HABITS

Wild cards; likely to be
temporary surges

High potential
permanent shifts in behavior

Stickiness of change is
yet to be determined

These are complete reversal of how consumers
were behaving in the past

Consumer behavior was already moving towards
these trends

Entirely new habits developed during the pandemic
and while social distancing

These changes have mostly risen out of a constraint or
fear vs. convenience or choice

With the pandemic, the trends have gained
momentum and accelerated

Consumers who gain positive reinforcement out of the
habits may retain them

These trends will likely last in line with recovery
period

Positive reinforcement is essential for consumers to
adopt them in the long term

Ecosystem facilitating and feeding these changes can
make it last longer

Turn the Tide
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New trends of consumer behavior emerge across categories
This will deeply impact purchase pathways in the new normal
REVERSAL OF PAST
TRENDS
1

Bringing the
Outside Inside

Social
Distancing

ACCELERATION OF
EXISTING TRENDS
5

6

Embracing digital services &
experiences
Accelerated adoption of ecommerce & O2O

7

2

3

Income
Uncertainty

Trust in brand
above all else

9

Remote way of living
10

'D'o 'I't 'Y'ourself
11

Strive for Health & Wellness

Health &
Hygiene

NEW
HABITS

Superior hygiene & clean
living: a new norm

8

Rise of 'Smart shopper'

Trading down &
bargain hunting

4

Shopping for Utility
Wild cards: likely to be temporary surges in line
with recovery period

High potential permanent shifts: linked to
positive reinforcement

Stickiness of change is yet to be determined
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7 consumer trends will have a higher impact on the 4-wheeler category
REVERSAL OF PAST
TRENDS
1

Social
Distancing

4

NEW
HABITS
54% spike in online
research of "how to"
trends for car sanitization7

Embracing digital services &
experiences
6

65-70% consumers expected to finalize
model before going to dealership;
reduced dependence on dealership for
product discovery and finalization1

Health &
Hygiene

50% of consumers planning to
increase spend expect discounts
on 4-Wheelers2

2

Income
Uncertainty

Bringing the
Outside Inside

ACCELERATION OF
EXISTING TRENDS

85% urban consumers are already digitally
influenced (pre-COVID)3
1 in 4 consumers, who have cancelled/
postponed their purchase, would reconsider if there is "zero contact" with
dealership4
5

Rise of 'Smart shopper'

Shopping for Utility
Wild cards: likely to be temporary surges in line
with recovery period

7

Superior hygiene & clean
living: a new norm
70% of car owners will prefer
private/ owned cars and seek to
avoid public/ shared transport
for daily commute post-COVID8

37% consumers will
start/ increase online
research post COVID5

Trading down &
bargain hunting

3

'D'o 'I't 'Y'ourself

8% of consumers planning to buy
auto in next 6 months will prefer
used cars6
High potential permanent shifts: linked to
positive reinforcement

Stickiness of change is yet to be determined

1. Estimation for 2020, [BCG] [Digital Garage] Expert Interview], 2. 1. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “Please state the reason to spend more/ less in near future?”, March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020, May 18-23 2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of
top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population], 3. Estimation for 2020 from expert interviews and BCG CCI Digital Influence Study 2017 analysis (N=18,000 per year), 4. . [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “Which of the following options will make you reconsider your decision of not
purchasing a Car?"; March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population], 5. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question Text: "Which statement best describes your online research behavior
before buying these types of products?", April 30-May 03 2020 (March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020 (N = 2,106, N = 2,324, and N=1,327 respectively)) , representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population], 6. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “In the next
6 months, how do you expect the choice of your brand to change?” Asked among consumers who are looking to reduce expenditure, March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020, May 18-23 2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L
population], 7. [Online Search Trends (India)] between March to May, ,8. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “What was your most preferred mode of daily commute/travel?"; March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top 35% of
Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population]
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THE PURCHASE PATHWAY FOR
4-WHEELERS IS UNDERGOING
FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES
UNDERSTANDING THIS WILL BE
KEY TO TAP EMERGING
OPPORTUNITIES
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normal
Unlockthe
thenew
new
normal

Consumer behavior change in P2P: Pre-Purchase

PRE-PURCHASE
1

Consumers to become more value seeking in their 4-wheeler choices, given budgetary constraints
Trade down to less expensive brand, variant or used cars

Seek bargain
50%

33%

of consumers planning to
increase spend will expect
discounts in future1

of consumers planning to buy 4-wheelers in the next 6 months will trade down to less expensive brand / variant or used car

27%
of consumers planning to
cancel/postpone purchase will
reconsider with 10-15%
seasonal discounts3
% respondents (Post-COVID)

Reversal of past trends,
likely to be temporary

1.5x

17%

8%

8%

Buy lower variant

Buy less expensive brand than
original choice

Buy used car

More prominent in repeat
buyers than first time buyers

2.8x

More prominent in first time
buyers than repeat buyers

1.7x

More prominent in SEC B than
SEC A consumers

% respondents (Post-COVID)2

TRADING DOWN AND
BARGAIN HUNTING

1. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “Please state the reason to spend more/ less in near future?”, March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020, May 18-23 2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top
35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population], 2. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “In the next 6 months, how do you expect the choice of your brand to change?” Asked among consumers who are looking to reduce
expenditure, March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020, May 18-23 2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population], 3. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey,
Question text: “Which of the following options will make you reconsider your decision of not purchasing a Car?" "What is your likely purchase behavior in the next six months?”, March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020, May 18-23 2020 (N = 350
Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population]
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Consumer behavior change in P2P: Pre-Purchase

PRE-PURCHASE
2

Depth of online research expected to rise for 4-wheelers, as consumers look to reduce frequency of their visits to dealerships
Urban consumers were already highly digitally influenced but continued to
depend heavily on dealership visits in their decision making process

85%

Urban consumers were digitally influenced

% respondents
(Pre-COVID)1

91%

5055%

6570%

Pre-COVID

Post-COVID

1.4

Consumers visited dealership for touch and feel

Car buyers who finalize the model before
going to dealership3

1.3

1.2

Expected to go down, closer to
global counterparts

% respondents
(Pre-COVID)2

88%

With consumers wary of social contact, they will seek to reduce dealership
touchpoints and look for contact-less options in their decision making process

Avg. # of dealership visits by a consumer intending to purchase a car (Pre-COVID)4

Consumers visited dealership for technical expertise

% respondents
(Pre-COVID)2
Acceleration of existing trends, likely
to last longer term

RISE OF SMART
SHOPPER

Consumers will want their core needs to be fulfilled in a contact-less way
(e.g. at-home test drives, remote advising, virtual car walk-arounds, and searchable
inventory across dealers, innovative platforms to connect car seekers to car owners)
Reversal of past trends, likely to
be temporary

BRINGING
OUTSIDE INSIDE

Turn the Tide
1. Estimation for 2020 from expert interviews and BCG CCI Digital Influence Study 2017 analysis (N=18,000 per year), 2. [BCG] [CCI Automotive Database, Question text: ''Which of the following statements best represent your feelings and opinions concerning your
visits at dealerships? (For each possibility to answer: strongly agree to strongly disagree); BCG Analysis], 3. Estimation for 2020, [BCG] [Digital Garage] [Expert Interview], 4. [Press Search, Consumer Search in the U.S. Auto Industry: The Role of Dealership Visits][
BCG Research, Digital Reroutes the Auto Purchase Journey and OEM Strategies][Expert Interview]
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Consumer behavior change in P2P: Pre-Purchase and Purchase
PURCHASE

PRE-PURCHASE
3

Consumers will seek higher standards of hygiene and a more contactless experience at dealerships
85%

Consumers are avoiding public spaces as much as possible due to
the coronavirus

% respondents
(Post-COVID)1

4

Consumer will seek to minimize physical contact in purchase and
expect seamless integration across pricing, financing, insurance needs
1 in 4

Consumers, who have cancelled/ postponed their purchase, may
re-consider with a "zero contact" dealership

% respondents
(Post-COVID)3

Likely to
decrease

60%

With social distancing, consumers to reduce
unplanned dealership visits

% respondents visited dealership for
casual strolling(Pre-COVID)2

Price
Negotiation

Consumer will expect dealership to be more hygiene conscious by
adopting strict SoPs (e.g. sanitizing test-drive cars, employee health
monitoring, innovative retail formats etc.)

New habit, stickiness
unclear

After finalizing the model, consumers visit the dealership for four key needs

SUPERIOR HYGIENE & CLEAN
LIVING: A NEW NORM

Financing /
Payment

Insurance

Signing/
Delivery

With consumer limiting outdoor movement, they will be more open to 'at home'/
online modes for these services

Acceleration of existing trends, likely
to last longer term

EMBRACING DIGITAL SERVICES &
EXPERIENCES

1. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question Text: "How much do you agree with each of the following statements about the coronavirus? Combined Strongly agree and somewhat agree", April 30-May 03 2020 (March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30May 03 2020 (N = 2,106, N = 2,324, and N=1,327 respectively))], 2. [BCG] [CCI Automotive Database, Question text: ''Which of the following statements best represent your feelings and opinions concerning your visits at dealerships? (For each possibility to answer:
strongly agree to strongly disagree); BCG Analysis], 3. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “Which of the following options will make you reconsider your decision of not purchasing a Car?"; March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03
2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population]

Turn the Tide
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Consumer behavior change in P2P: Purchase and Post Purchase

POST PURCHASE

PURCHASE
5

Consumers will avoid public transport; drop in shared miles will
increase usage of private cars as well as create some entry-level
demand
Car Owners
51
49
Pre-COVID
% Respondents1

30
70

Car owners to increase usage of existing
4-Wheelers There will be a shift from
shared miles to personal miles

6

Consumers will have a higher need for at-home / self service
options
79%

Consumers are unwilling to go out of house, except work
This will impact needs of car servicing

% respondents
(Post-COVID)3

Higher need for door step services such as 'At-home'
car servicing/ 'Service on Wheels'

Post-COVID

Consumers will seek for more remote services for
scheduling, advising, and monitoring

Car Intenders
67

52

33

48

Pre-COVID
% Respondents1

Car intenders expressed preference
towards private transport. Part of this will
translate into demand for entry level cars

Increase in online search of "how to sanitize cars'
Consumers are increasingly looking for DIY ways of maintenance

Increase in search
(Post-COVID)2

Post-COVID

Prefer to commute by public/ shared transport
New habit, stickiness
unclear

54%

Increase in demand for self service care options for
regular car maintenance

Prefer to commute by own/private transport

SUPERIOR HYGIENE & CLEAN
LIVING: A NEW NORM

Reversal of past
trends, likely to
be temporary

BRINGING
OUTSIDE INSIDE

Turn the Tide
1. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question text: “What was your most preferred mode of daily commute/travel?"; March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020 (N = 350 Intenders for cars in each wave), representative of top 35% of Metrotier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population, 2. [Online Search Trends (India)] between March to May, 3. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question Text: "How much do you agree with each of the following statements about the coronavirus? Combined
Strongly agree and somewhat agree", April 30-May 03 2020 (March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020 (N = 2,106, N = 2,324, and N=1,327 respectively))]

Unlock the new normal

Consumer behavior change in P2P: Post Purchase
POST PURCHASE
7

Digital post purchase advocacy will be an important source of influence for consumers
52%
36%

Cited peer recommendations
among top 3 sources of influence

44%

Checked reviews on brand
websites and social media

% respondents
(Pre-COVID)2

% respondents
(Pre-COVID)1

Brand advocates like past buyers or auto enthusiasts, and brand owned
communities were important sources of influence

of all consumers have increased use of social media

% respondents
(Post-COVID)3

37%

Auto consumers will start/ increase online research

% respondents
(Post-COVID)4

With more research and consumers on social media, digital will be
a powerful medium for all post purchase advocacy

New habit, stickiness
unclear

1. [BCG CCI automotive database, BCG analysis, Question text: “Among the following list, which of the following reasons most influenced your choice to purchase your vehicle? – max 3 answers?"], 2. [BCG CCI automotive database, BCG analysis, Question text: Top
5 activities done by consumers online], 3. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question Text: "Which statement best describes your usage behavior across the following areas", April 30-May 03 2020 (March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020
(N = 2,106, N = 2,324, and N=1,327 respectively)), representative of top 35% of Metro-tier 2, SEC AB, towns above 5L population], 4. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, Question Text: "Which statement best describes your online research behavior
before buying these types of products?", April 30-May 03 2020 (March 23-26, April 17-20 2020, April 30-May 03 2020 (N = 2,106, N = 2,324, and N=1,327 respectively))]

REMOTE WAY
OF LIVING

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

THE NEW NORMAL
FOR 4-WHEELERS
CATEGORY WILL SEE A
NEW PATHWAY
WHAT WILL IT TAKE
FOR YOUR BRAND TO
WIN CONSUMERS?
Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

The new pathway is changing and filled with opportunities

POST
PURCHASE

PURCHASE

PREPURCHASE

Portfolio & Messaging

Increased digital touchpoints with more
online research

Strengthen Brand
Proposition
Tweak messaging and
portfolio focus to play in
targeted micro-markets

Channel & Engagement

Expectations of a more seamless and
omnichannel shopping experience
Capture the expanding
online wallet
Win disproportionate
share of new online
adopters and aggressively
retain customers

Value Focus

Tap the
Here & Now
opportunity:
Induce and
Incentivize
purchase to
deliver value

Presence & Influence

Adjust to the new
normal of
engagement:
Significantly
redesign your
digital
engagement with
customers

Growing importance of virtual after sales
service

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Increased digital touchpoints with more online research

Embracing digital services and experiences

PRE-PURCHASE

1

Bring the outside inside

Bring alive discovery with digital

Win Customer Trust

7

• Digital discovery through virtual product launches and virtual roadshows
• Optimize content across channel: aggregators- for feature comparison, brand websites- for
customization, social media - for reviews, DIY videos

2

3

Leverage advocates for strong WoM
• Develop a network of brand advocates
(past buyers, auto experts, auto specific
portals) for creating strong WoM

4

Replicate in-person experiences

5 • Adopt flexible trial and return model

to deliver 'touch & feel' similar to a
dealership
• Leverage digital enablers
like AR/VR and
livestreaming to showcase
product features
• Digitalize search assistance (e.g. via
Messenger, Chatbots)

Build social connect in social distancing
• Leverage social media for relevant
campaigns (e.g. social distancing, car
care in lockdown, safety at
showrooms etc.)

Create personalized engagement @ scale
• Use personalized online ads
• Leverage online car configuration
tool for customization

Rise of smart shopper

Focus on Hyper-localization
6

• Leverage social media for
targeted campaigns and lead
generation

• Deliver consumer segment
appropriate messaging basis
their interest and highlight
features accordingly, e.g. best
price, online discounts,
improved mileage, hygiene
related features etc.

Focus on Micro-Marketing
8

• Leverage analytics to forecast
model/ color/ variant requirement
Searchable, aggregated inventory
across dealers
• Lead Ads for immediate potential
consumer connect

Turn the Tide
Medium Term

Short Term

Unlock the new normal

Expectations of a more seamless and omnichannel shopping experience

Trading Down & Bargain Hunting

Shopping for Utility

Superior hygiene and clean living: a
new norm

Optimize portfolio for value creation

Reconfigure delivery formats

9

11

PURCHASE

• Target different segments with relevant car
specifications/ features
• Explore in demand car segments to capture
share of growing market
• Showcase value for money via discounts,
limited period offers etc.

Relook Media Mix Model to build efficiency in acquisition
10

• Align to new media landscape
• Catalogues for prospecting customers for
adjacent categories like auto accessories

• Explore new retail formats
that complement traditional
dealership models, which
leverage digital tools
• Setup safety measures and
institute new SOPs in
dealerships to alleviate key
concerns around hygiene

Embracing digital services &
experiences

Strengthen end to end digital journey
12

• Setup direct to consumer
platforms
• Enable omnichannel
experience- at-home test
drives, online scheduling
• Digitize & integrate partner
ecosystem- insurance,
financing, after market etc.

Turn the Tide
Medium Term

Short Term

Unlock the new normal

Growing importance of virtual after sales service

Remote way of living

Digitalize & enhance after sales experience

POST PURCHASE

13

• Ensure enhanced virtual after sales support with human assistance for car servicing via digital channels like
app, conversational platforms like WhatsApp and other self service tools
• Simplify service access (e.g. online booking & scheduling, over the air updates, remote support & device
camera based services, sensors-based service delivery, etc.)
• Stay connected with customers via DIY videos and content (e.g., car care tips etc.)
• Provide additional in-demand services (e.g., pick and drop, at home service, car sanitization)

Actively induce and leverage digital post purchase advocacy
14

•
•
•
•

Use brand communities to incentivize: Special previews, offers or features
Incentivize social peer recommendation: online product reviews, ratings
Use click to messenger ads to share offers and connect with shoppers
Build loyalty with personalized offers

Turn the Tide
Medium Term

Short Term

Unlock the new normal

PRE-PURCHASE

Brand Showcase
Win Customer Trust

Build social connect in social distancing

Kia Motors recrafted an old commercial under
#RewindKia showing protagonist going home to promote
importance of staying indoors1

Ford, with #ParkedForSafety, launched a downloadable
automotive activity book on International Children's Day,
with join the dots, coloring pages etc.2

Honda in the campaign #StayHome urges customers to
stay indoors 'Until We Drive Again' by shooting the entire
ad indoors1

Nissan gives a new perspective to road signs, like, 'Wear
helmet' inside home when kids are playing with message
of #StaySafeStayHome2

Landrover endorses need to #StaySafe by 'Keep it Parked.
For now. Not forever.' campaign1

Tata Motors used the trending theme of fitness to
encourage physical fitness with their social media
challenge of 2 km marathon in their own homes2

Morris Garages India released a solidarity song 'Raftaar
Hogi Wahi' to spread the message- staying apart can help
in emerging out of COVID1

Jeep India, is giving the 7 slot grill a creative spin to
connect with hobbies of people, covering everything
from indoor games to art, even cleaning2

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Source: 1. [Media Post] [Covid-19 Ads: Here’s how auto brands are ‘reversing’ gears to promote social distancing], 2. [Auto Car India] [Best automotive social media campaigns during the Coronavirus lockdown]

PRE-PURCHASE

Brand Showcase
Bring alive discovery with digital

• Skoda launched 3 new cars- Skoda Rapid,
Superb & Karoq, each in different price range
in a virtual press conference of half an hour
for the Indian market1
• The conference was telecast live on all of
their social media platforms1
• Skoda also created a buzz on its online pages
about the conference by daily countdown
posts1

Create personalized engagement
@ scale

• BMW Mini used machine learning to create
relevant messaging to retarget consumers
who were either in their CRM system or had
visited Mini website by 2
• BMW determined what message appeared
based on a customer’s device, time of day,
previous online searches, etc. This increased
conversions and lowered acquisition cost 2

Leverage advocates for strong WoM

• Hyundai India partnered
with Facebook for the
launch of Hyundai Aura,
leveraging Branded
Content Ads &
Influencer3
• CrowdTangle tool was used to
identify & shortlist Influencers
from areas like Lifestyle, Pop
Culture, Auto & Travel3
• Select posts of some Influencers was then
used to reach out to target audience at scale
using Branded Content Ads on Facebook and
Instagram3
+4.6 pts

+3.7 pts

Awareness

Favorability

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Source: 1. [Instagram] [SkodaIndia]], 2. [Morgan and Co] [What Marketers Can Learn from Personalization in the Auto Industry], 3. [Facebook Case Study] [Report: Hyundai Aura launch with Influencers using Branded Content Ads on FB and IG Platforms]

PURCHASE

Brand Showcase
Optimize portfolio for value creation
Honda City 2020 to reach showrooms as
soon as lockdown is over. The car is bigger
and has more features for a similar price as
old models3

Mercedes launched Wishbox 2.0 with plans
like no EMI for 3 month, low EMIs for first 6
months; First ever 10-year loan tenure with
option of buyback after 5 years2

Nissan is launching a 4-metre SUV 'Magnite'
in economy segment for a lower price than
the competition3

Renault is offering cash discounts, exchange
benefit, loyalty benefit, corporate discounts
and special offers to rural customers on
their models1

Revamp dealership experience
• Maruti Suzuki and Tata Motors
have rolled out safety protocols at
dealerships and service centres4
• Apart from staff training, they are
conducting temperature screening
for staff and customers, providing
protective gears to staff etc.4

• Renault is sanitizing their
dealerships, service centers and
test drive cars5
• Introduced multiple training
programs, protocols and processes
to execute Renault's customer-first
initiatives5

Source: 1[Times Now News] [Renault car offers May 2020: Benefits and discounts on BS6 Renault Kwid, Triber, and Duster] 2. [ET Auto] [Mercedes Benz waives off 3 months EMI under Wishbox 2.0 campaign], 3. [Zig Wheels] [Top 5 Cars Launches Under Rs 12 Lakh
Post COVID-19], 4. [Indian Express] [Maruti Suzuki introduces comprehensive safety norms at used car outlets amid COVID-19 pandemic], [Deccan Herald][Coronavirus Lockdown 3.0: Maruti Suzuki dealerships open; SoP in place], [CNBC TV 18][Coronavirus impact:
Tata Motors issues new sales SOP, asks dealers to make precautions part of 'standard pitch'] 5. [HT Auto] [Renault reopens select dealerships, service centres across India]

Turn the Tide
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PURCHASE

Brand Showcase
Strengthen online-offline pathways to meet customer expectations & Replicate in-person experiences to improve sales conversion
MARUTI

HYUNDAI

Maruti successfully leveraged their
Hyperlocal model promoting their dealers’
Digital Showrooms to enable prospects and
customers to reach out to them digitally3

Introduced 'Click to Buy' program which
allows to complete entire buying process
online in a six step process, starting from
selecting car model to finalizing the order1

They also launched a suite of offline to online
solutions including car configurators, where
consumers can configure their car model,
using the 360 degree view and then contact a
dealer to book the car of their choice3

The portal provides virtual car tour,
comparison amongst car variants, in-depth
car guide. Customers can also explore
financing options and customize the car2

Further, they launched a range of Health and
Hygiene car accessories owing to social
distancing4

The official Hyundai website also assists in
finding a dealer, requesting test drives and
provides a price guide1

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

1. [Hyundai] [[Click to buy guide], 2. [Hyundai] [Click2Buy], 3. [Financial Express] [How to customise your Maruti Suzuki Ciaz, Baleno: Online Nexa configurator explained], 4. [CNBC TV 18] [Maruti Suzuki launches 'Health and Hygiene' range of accessories]

POST
PURCHASE

Brand Showcase
Digitalize & enhance after sales experience

Creating purchase advocacy & leveraging
DIY trend by SMS1

'Service on Wheels' & 'Pick and Drop' for
after sales service2

Audi launched an app'myAudi
Connect'3

• Maruti Suzuki sent messages with car care
tips for preventing unforeseen damage to
cars parked due to lockdown
• They also extended free service and
extended warranty deadlines expiring
during 15th March, 2020 to 31st May, 2020

• Maruti Suzuki is now servicing cars at the
homes of their customers
• They have trained the employees to make
the process contactless, requiring no
paperwork, with focus on hygiene, safety
& remote monitoring facilities

• It assists in safety and security with features
like- curfew alerts, roadside assistance,
• It analyses driver's behavior and gives alerts
along with gamification
• It records service history, allows service
booking and tracks vehicle health & its
location (like tow alerts, location finder)

Turn the Tide
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Source: 1. [Auto Tech Review] [Maruti Suzuki Shares Lockdown Car Care Tips], 2. [Express Drives] [Good news for Maruti owners! Car service at your home now with these safety measures], 3. [Audi] [myAudi Connect, Your phone is now your car]

There is Advantage
even in difficult
times

Brand that tailor
strategies to the
new pathways will
emerge winners
Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

